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Tariffs for additional metering services 

 

Standard metering services relate to metering data provided by Elia on its own initiative and free of charge 

to balancing responsible parties, access holders and energy suppliers and, on request, to grid users. 

Metering and measurement services that are not part of the standard metering services are referred to 

as additional, or commercial, metering services.  As such, these services are offered by Elia on the basis 

of a tariff paid by the applicant. 

The below tariffs are applicable from the 1st of January 2019 till the 31st of December 2019 according the 

contractual conditions of the Contract for the provision by Elia of metering and data exchange services 

The services can only be delivered if technically possible and after a request to Elia.  Please contact your 

Key Account Manager for more information.   

1. Provision for non aggregated data 

The service is only applicable for regulated aggregations (AP, SP,…). 

1.1. Tariffs for the provision of non-aggregated data on a monthly, daily or near-real time basis to 

the client 

The price of this Service is a multiple of the number of time series made available.  

 ‘Near-real-time (NRT)’ provision: €243.94 per time series per month. 

 Daily provision: €19.17 per time series per month. 

 Monthly provision: €8,63 per time series per month. 

The client will also be charged service activation fees of €2.590,43. The activation fees are a one-off 

payment charged when the service is set up. The addition or removal of a time series within the same 

service is not considered as a service activation. 

1.2. Tariffs for the provision of non-aggregated telemetering and/or remote signaling 

The price of this service is a multiple of the number of time series made available.   

Provision ‘real-time’ = €261.20 per time series per month. 

The client will also be charged service activation fees of €7.771,29. The activation fees are a one-off 

payment charged when the service is set up. The addition or removal of a time series within the same 

service is not considered as a service activation. 
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2. Provision of aggregated metering data 

The service is only applicable for specific aggregations.  The service is only an option of the services in §1.   

2.1. Tariffs for the provision of aggregated data on a monthly, daily or near-real time basis to the 

client 

The price of this service is a multiple of the number of time series made available.  

 ‘Near-real-time (NRT)’ provision: €276,32 per time series per month. 

 Daily provision: €36,27 per time series per month. 

 Monthly provision: €25.90 per time series per month. 

The client will also be charged service activation fees of €2.590,43. The activation fees are a one-off 

payment charged when the service is set up. The addition or removal of a time series within the same 

service is not considered as a service activation. 

2.2. Tariffs for the provision of aggregated telemetering and/or remote signaling 

The price of this service is a multiple of the number of time series made available.   

Provision ‘real-time’ = €293,58 per time series per month. 

The client will also be charged service activation fees of €7.771,29. The activation fees are a one-off 

payment charged when the service is set up. The addition or removal of a time series within the same 

Service is not considered as a service activation. 

3. Services for the provision of aggregated data to market players specified by the client and provision 

of specific reports  

 

3.1. Provision to suppliers, access responsible parties and users of the closed distribution system  

The price of the service consists of: 

 €21.137,90/year for the service of managing five (virtual or real) access or delivery points to the 

closed distribution system. This price is for a single site (in the event that the closed distribution 

system operator is the designated operator of more than one closed distribution system). 

 A  supplement of €1.056,89/year for the service of managing per additional (virtual or real) access 

or delivery points. 

The maximum number of additional (virtual or real) access or delivery points is 15. 

The client will also be charged service activation fees of €5.180,86. The activation fees are a one-off 

payment charged when the service is set up. The addition or removal of a time series within the same 

Service is not considered as a service activation. 

3.2. Provision of specific reports 

The service is only an option of the services in §2. 

This Service consists of reporting data to one or more regulators on behalf of the Client in its capacity as 

a closed distribution system operator.  The price of the service consists of: 
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 Set up of a new specific report (the data of which covers a maximum of one year): €1.036,17 

 Sending of a pre-establish report: €518,09/sending 

 

4. Services for the allocation of EAN-codes on behalf of the client  

The service is only an option of the services in §2, §3 or §4. 

The price of this Service is a multiple of the number of codes generated by Elia and allocated to the client: 

€51,81 per code  

5. Provision of metering pulses 

The price of this Service is a multiple of the number of remote pulse outputs per year  

The tariff for the provision of an additional remote pulse output is €120,89/month, per output of metering 

pulses, for every other party than the relevant grid user  

6. Management and maintenance of meters and identification of the meters concerned  

The price for managing and maintaining the meters is: €725,32 per year per metering installation  

The rent and / or the installation of the connection is not included in the tariff.  The installation is possible 

on basis of an offer. 

 


